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CONES AND CARTAN GEOMETRY

ANTONIO J. DI SCALA, CARLOS E. OLMOS, AND FRANCISCO VITTONE

Abstract. We show that the extended principal bundle of a Cartan

geometry of type (A(m,R), GL(m,R)), endowed with its extended con-

nection ω̂, is isomorphic to the principal A(m,R)-bundle of affine frames

endowed with the affine connection as defined in classical Kobayashi-

Nomizu volume I.

Then we classify the local holonomy groups of the Cartan geometry

canonically associated to a Riemannian manifold. It follows that if the

holonomy group of the Cartan geometry canonically associated to a Rie-

mannian manifold is compact then the Riemannian manifold is locally

a product of cones.

1. Introduction

The main goal of this paper is to put in evidence a relation between the

holonomy group of a Cartan geometry and Riemannian cones.

Any Cartan geometry (P → M,ω) has an extended principal bundle

P̃ → M with a principal connection ω̂, and hence a holonomy group Holx(ω̂)

acting on the fiber P̃x of P̃ at x ∈ M . Our paper was motivated by the

last comments following Robert Bryant’s answer to MathOverflow question

[B16]. Namely, the question about the compactness and classification of the

possible holonomy groups of the extended Cartan connection. As he writes

at the end of his answer :

Probably, I should also mention that the (ordinary) holonomy of the con-

nection θ is what Cartan called the holonomy of (what we now call) a Cartan

connection.

Any Riemannian manifold has a canonical Cartan geometry associated to

it as explained in [CS09, p. 72, Example 1.5.1, (iii)] or [Sha00].

That the holonomy group of the extended Cartan connection of a Rie-

mannian manifold is not compact in general can be understood by rolling a

two dimensional sphere (S2, g) with a round Riemannian metric g along a
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maximal circle. Indeed, the parallel transport τ , w.r.t. the extended con-

nection (P̃ , ω̂) along a maximal circle at x ∈ S2, acts on the tangent space

TxS
2 as a translation v → v+ t, where t ∈ TxS

2 has the length of the maxi-

mal circle and the direction on which it is rolled. So τ is the generator of a

non compact subgroup of the holonomy group of the Cartan extended con-

nection of the sphere S2. Less obvious is that the local holonomy group of

the extended Cartan connection of the sphere S2 at a point is not compact.

That is to say, even by rolling the sphere along short loops one can get any

translation.

Our second goal is to show that the extended principal bundle and the

extended connection (P̃ , ω̂) of the canonical Cartan geometry associated to

the Riemannian manifold (M,g) is essentially the affine connection defined

in Kobayashi-Nomizu’s book [KN63, p. 127] on the bundle of affine frames

A(M). Namely,

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a m-dimensional manifold. There is a 1-1 corre-

spondence between Cartan geometries (p : P → M,ω) of type (A(m,R), GL(m,R))

on M and affine connections as in Kobayashi-Nomizu’s book [KN63, p. 127]

on the bundle of affine frames A(M). Moreover, the A(m,R)-principal bun-

dle A(M) and the extended principal bundle P̃ are isomorphic. The isomor-

phism pullbacks the extended Cartan connection ω̂ to the affine connection

form ω̃g.

We point out that in the above mentioned Bryant’s answer the extended

bundle B ×H G → M where the principal connection θ is defined is not

formally the same extended bundle P̃ as in Čap-Slovák’s book. So we include

in subsection 3.1, Proposition 3.1, a proof that (B ×H G, θ) and (P̃ , ω̂) are

isomorphic as G-principal bundles with a connection.

Instead of using Bryant’s notation we are going to use θ for the canonical

form as in [KN63, p. 118] also called solder form in [CS09, p. 42, 1.3.5] (see

equation (1)). Moreover, we take the notation and definitions of Cartan ge-

ometry from Čap-Slovák’s book [CS09]. This is so because we think that our

paper could be useful for people working either in Parabolic Geometry, and

hence familiarized with Čap-Slovák’s notation, or for differential geometers

that are used to Kobayashi-Nomizu’s books.

Our main result is the following:
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Theorem 1.2. Let (Mn, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let Hollocx (ω̂E)

be its local Cartan holonomy at x ∈ M (see Definition 3.3). Let Hollocx (g)

be the local holonomy group of the Levi-Civita connection. Let F ×∏k
i=1Mi

be the local De Rham decomposition of M around x ∈ M , where F is the

local flat factor and (Mni

i , gi) are irreducible. Then we have

(i) the affine space Ax(M) splits as

Ax(M) = Ax0
(F )×

k
∏

i=1

Axi
(Mi)

and

Hollocx (ω̂E) =
k
∏

i=1

Hollocxi
(ω̂i) ,

where ω̂i is the principal connection of the Cartan geometry of (Mni

i , gi),

and any h = (h1, · · · , hk) ∈ Hollocx (ω̂E) acts on v = (v0, v1, · · · , vk)
as

h · v = (v0, h1 · v1, · · · , hk · vk) ,

where the map vi → hi · vi is an affine transformation of Axi
(Mi).

(ii) for each i = 1, · · · , k, the Cartan holonomy Hollocxi
(ω̂i) is isomorphic

either to the Levi-Civita holonomy group Hollocxi
(gi) or to a semidi-

rect product Hollocxi
(gi)⋉R

ni.

(iii) Hollocx (ω̂E) is compact if and only if (Mn, g), around x ∈ M , is a

product of cones.

(iv) if g is an Einstein (non-Ricci flat) metric, then each Hollocxi
(ω̂i) is

isomorphic to Hollocxi
(gi)⋉R

ni, and hence Hollocx (ω̂E) is isomorphic

to a semidirect product Hollocx (g)⋉R
n.

Moreover, all groups in Berger’s list of holonomies of irreducible Rie-

mannian manifolds are realizable as Hol(ω̂E) of a certain cone, with the

exception of the two groups SO(2) and Sp(n) · Sp(1).

We also obtain the following global result:

Theorem 1.3. If (M,g) is a complete non flat Riemannian manifold then

the (restricted) Cartan holonomy group Hol0x (ω̂E) is non compact.
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2. Basic facts of connection theory

In the following subsections we collect some basic facts about connec-

tions on principal bundles. We will follow the notation and definitions from

[KN63]. We will not develop this basic content, but we indicate precise

references for the interested reader.

2.1. Linear connections and local holonomy groups. Let Γ be a con-

nection on a G-principal bundle p : P → M . Let us indicate with ωΓ the

connection form of the connection Γ. For each x ∈ M , the holonomy group

Φ(x) and the restricted holonomy group Φ0(x) are defined in [KN63, p. 71]

as the set of isomorphisms of the fiber p−1(x) which come from parallel

transport along loops (null-homotopic loops for Φ0(x)) in M based at x.

By fixing p0 ∈ p−1(x) the holonomy group is realized as a subgroup of the

structure group G [KN63, p. 72]. Notice that by changing p0 in the fiber

one obtains conjugated subgroups of G.

The local holonomy group Φ∗(x) is defined as the intersection of the

restricted holonomy groups Φ0(x,U), where U runs through all connected

neighborhoods of the point x, see [KN63, p. 94].

To keep track of the connection Γ we will indicate the holonomy group

Φ(x) as Holx(ωΓ), where ωΓ is the connection form of Γ as mentioned

above. In the same way, we will indicate by Hol0x(ωΓ) and Hollocx (ωΓ) the

restricted and the local holonomy groups of Γ, instead of Φ0(x) and Φ∗(x)

in Kobayashi-Nomizu notation.

Let now π : L(M) → M be the bundle of linear frames of the manifold

M . The canonical form θ of L(M) defined by

(1) θ(X) = u−1(π(X)) forX ∈ TuL(M),
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where the linear frame u at π(u) ∈ M is considered as a linear mapping of

R
n onto Tπ(u)M (cf. [KN63, Example 5.1, p. 55]).

Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n and let ∇ be its

Levi-Civita connection. The covariant derivative ∇ is associated to a linear

connection Γ on the bundle of linear frames L(M) as explained in [KN63,

p. 113, Chapter III]. Let ωΓ be the connection form of Γ.

The holonomy group Holx(ωΓ) (resp. Hol0x(ωΓ), Hol
loc
x (ωΓ)) of the Levi-

Civita connection∇ can be realized as a group of orthogonal transformations

Holx(g) (resp. Hol
0
x(g), Hol

loc
x (g)) of the tangent space TxM (cf. [KN63, §4,

Chapter II]).

2.2. Local de Rham Decomposition Theorem. Recall that for each

x ∈ M there is a connected neighborhood W of x such that Hollocx (g) =

Hol0x(gU ), for each U ⊂ W , where Hol0x(gU ) is the restricted holonomy group,

at x, of the Riemannian (connected) open submanifold U of M (cf. [KN63,

Proposition 10.1, p. 95]). In particular, one can choose U to be simply

connected. Then one can apply the local de Rham decomposition Theorem

to U and obtain an analogous local decomposition theorem ofM with respect

to the local holonomy group (cf. [KN63, Theorem 5.4, Chapter IV]). More

precisely:

Theorem 2.1 (Local de Rham decomposition Theorem). Let (M,g) be a

Riemannian manifold, x ∈ M and let TxM = T
(0)
x ⊕ T

(1)
x ⊕ · · · ⊕ T

(k)
x be

a decomposition into inviarnat and irreducible subspaces of TxM w.r.t. the

action of the local holonomy group Holloc(g), with T
(0)
x the set of fixed points

of this action. Let U be an open neighborhood of x such that Holloc(g) =

Hol0(gU ) and let T (i) the involutive distribution of U obtained by parallel

displacement (in U) of T
(i)
x . For each i = 0, · · · , k, let Mi be the maximal

integral manifold of T (i) through x. Then

(1) there is a neighborhood V of x such that V = V0 × V1 · · · × Vk where

each Vi is an open neighborhood of x in Mi and the Riemannian

metric in V is the direct product of the Riemannian metrics in the

Vi’s.

(2) The manifold M0 is locally isometric to a n0-dimensional Euclidean

space, with n0 = dimM0.

(3) Holloc(g) is the direct product Holloc(g0)×· · ·×Holloc(gk), of normal

subgroups, where Holloc(gi) acts trivially on T
(j)
x if j 6= i and is
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irreducible on T
(i)
x for each i = 1, · · · , k, and Holloc(g0) consists of

the identity only.

2.3. Affine connections. Let M be a manifold of dimension m. An affine

frame (p, u) at x ∈ M consists of a point p ∈ Ax(M), where Ax(M) is the

affine space at x ∈ M i.e. TxM regarded as an affine space, and a linear

frame u of the tangent space TxM ∈ M . According to [KN63, p. 127] a

generalized affine connection of M is a connection Γ in the A(m,R)-principal

bundle A(M) of affine frames of M , where A(m,R) is the group of affine

transformations of Rm. We will follow the notation of [KN63], considering

the elements of Rn as column vectors. So an element of A(m,R) can be

represented as
(

A b

0 1

)

with A ∈ GL(m,R) and b ∈ R
m. The right action of

(

A b

0 1

)

on the

affine frame (p, u) is given by

(2) (p, u) ·
(

A b

0 1

)

= (p+ u(b), u ◦ A)

Remark 2.2. In the above description of the elements of A(m,R), we are

identifying the affine space R
m with the hyperplane xm+1 = 1 in R

m+1.

Notice that in [CS09, p. 43] the authors identify R
m with the hyperplane

x1 = 1 and hence give a different description of A(m,R).

Any generalized affine connection determines a R
n-valued one form ϕ on

L(M) (see [KN63, Proposition 3.1, p. 127]). An affine connection of M is a

generalized affine connection whose 1-form ϕ is the canonical form θ [KN63,

p. 129].

Definition 2.3. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. Let Γg (resp. Γ̃g)

be the principal connection in the bundle L(M) of linear frames on M (resp.

the bundle A(M) of affine frames) induced by the Levi-Civita connection of

(M,g). Let ωg (resp. ω̃g) be the connection form of Γg (resp. Γ̃g). The

affine holonomy group Hol(ω̃g)x of (M,g) at x ∈ M is the holonomy group

of the affine connection Γ̃g on A(M). The holonomy group of the Levi-Civita

connection at x ∈ M is denoted by Hol(g)x.
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As explained in [KN63, p. 127] the above 1-forms ωg, ω̃g and θ are related

by:

(3) ω̃g =

(

β∗ωg β∗θ

0 0

)

where β : A(M) → L(M) maps (p, u) → u.

This implies that Hol(ω̃g)x is a subgroup of the semidirect product Hol(g)x⋉

TxM and that the projection π : Hol(ω̃g)x → Hol(g)x is surjective. So we

have the following proposition:

Proposition 2.4. The affine holonomy group Hol(ω̃g)x is a subgroup of the

semidirect product Hol(g)x ⋉ TxM . The projection π : Hol(ω̃g)x → Hol(g)x

is surjective.

3. Basic facts of Cartan geometry and its holonomy group

In the following subsections we collect basic facts about Cartan geometry.

We follow the notation and definitions from [CS09, p. 71, 1.5.1].

A Cartan geometry of type (G,H) on a manifold M is a principal fiber

bundle p : P → M with structure group H, endowed with a g-valued 1-form

ω ∈ Ω1(P, g) which satisfies:

(1) the linear map ωu : TuP → g is a linear isomorphism for each u ∈ P;

(2) (Rh)
∗ω = Ad(h−1)ω for each h ∈ H, where Rh is the right action of

h on P;

(3) ω(A∗) = A for all A ∈ h ⊂ g.

The notation (P → M,ω) is also used to indicate a Cartan geometry and

the 1-form ω is dubbed Cartan connection.

3.1. The Cartan holonomy group of a Cartan geometry. For any

Cartan geometry of type (G,H) on M , (p : P → M,ω), there is a natural

principal connection on the extended G-principal bundle p̃ : P̃ := P×HG →
M . The connection form is denoted by ω̂ in [CGH14, p. 1040, subsection

2.2] and it is formally defined in [CS09, p. 83] by using [CS09, Theorem

1.5.6].

Notice that P ×H G is the fiber bundle associated with the H-principal

fiber bundle P → M defined in [KN63, p. 55]. That is to say, the quotient of

the product P ×G by the right action of H given by (p, g) ·h = (p ·h, h−1g).

Then it is straightforward to check that the G-right action (p, g1) · g =
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(p, g1 · g) on the product P ×G pass to the quotient P ×H G. Thus P̃ is a

G-principal bundle.

If one considers the map j : P → P̃ given by j(p) = [p, e], where [p, e]

denotes the class of (p, e) in the quotient P ×H G and e is the identity of

G, then ω̂ is the connection form of the only principal connection on P̃ such

that j∗ω̂ = ω [CS09, Theorem 1.5.6, p. 81].

The quotient B ×H G in Bryant’s answer [B16] (where B = P) is not

formally constructed as P ×H G above. Indeed, Bryant considers the action

of h ∈ H on a pair (p, g) given by (p·h, gh) and the right G action on B×HG

given by [p, g] ∗ g′ = [p, (g′)−1g]. Anyway it is not difficult to see that the

map Ψ : P̃ → B ×H G given by Ψ([p, g]) := [p, g−1] (where the equivalence

classes correspond to the respective actions of H) is a G-principal bundle

isomorphism.

Consider now Bryant’s 1-form θ of the principal connection on B ×H G

associated to ω. Then the following computation shows that j∗(Ψ∗θ) = ω,

and hence Ψ∗θ = ω̂.

Let ρ : B × G → B ×H G be Bryant’s projection to the quotient by the

diagonal H-action. Notice that for all b ∈ B = P

(4) (Ψ ◦ j)(b) = ρ(b, e) .

Let θ : B ×G → g Bryant’s modified ’difference’ 1-form given by

θ(b,g)(X,Y ) = Ad(g)(ωb(X)− γg(Y )).

So ρ∗θ = θ i.e.

θ[b,g](dρ(b,g)(X,Y )) = θ(b,g)(X,Y ) .

Then for X ∈ TbP we have:

j∗(Ψ∗θ)(X) = θ(dΨ(dj(X)) = θ(d(Ψ ◦ j)(X))

= θ(dρ(X, 0)) by the above equation (4)

= θ(b,e)(X, 0)

= ω(X).

So we have the following proposition:

Proposition 3.1. Let (B×HG, θ) be the extended principal bundle endowed

with the connection θ as in Bryant’s post [B16] and let (P̃ , ω̂) the extended

bundle as in Čap-Slovák’s book. Then (B×HG, θ) and (P̃ , ω̂) are isomorphic
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as G-principal bundles with connection. That is to say, the above diffeomor-

phism Ψ : P̃ → B ×H G is G-equivariant and

Ψ∗θ = ω̂

Definition 3.2. The holonomy group Hol(ω̂)x at x ∈ M of the Cartan

geometry (G,H) is the holonomy group of connection Γ on the extended

bundle P̃ whose connection form is ω̂ as explained in 2.1. The local and

restricted holonomy groups are denoted by Holloc(ω̂)x and Hol0(ω̂)x.

3.2. The Cartan geometry associated to a Riemannian manifold.

Any Riemannian manifold (M,g) has a canonical Cartan geometry of type

(Euc(m), O(m)) associated to it as explained in [CS09, p. 72, Example

1.5.1] or [Sha00]. Let us explain it in detail. First of all we have a Cartan

geometry of type (A(m,R), GL(m,R)), with Cartan connection ω, due to

the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of g. Explicitelly, on the bundle P = L(M)

the 1-form ω is defined as

(5) ω =

(

ωg θ

0 0

)

where ωg is the connection form of the Levi-Civita connection of g and θ

the canonical or solder form.

By using the metric g we have E ⊂ P the subset of orthonormal affine

frames. Then we restrict p : P → M to p : E → M . The restriction ωE of

the Cartan connection ω to E belongs to Ω1(E , euc(m)) and satisfies

(1) the linear map ωEu : TuE → euc(m) is a linear isomorphism for each

u ∈ E ;
(2) (Rh)

∗ωE = Ad(h−1)ωE for each h ∈ O(m);

(3) ωE(A
∗) = A for all A ∈ so(m) ⊂ euc(m).

3.3. The Cartan holonomy group of a Riemannian manifold (M,g).

Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and let (p : E → M,ω) be its canonical

Cartan geometry of type (Euc(m), O(m)). That is to say, the bundle E → M

of orthonormal frames is a subbundle of the bundle of frames P → M .

Hence, by construction, the principal extended bundle Ẽ → M is a subbundle

of the principal extended bundle P̃ → M . Moreover, again by construction,

the inclusion i : Ẽ → P̃ preserves the principal connections ω̂ and ω̂E :

i∗(ω̂) = ω̂E .
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As a consequence the horizontal distributions on Ẽ → M and P̃ → M are

the same. Indeed, they are the kernels of ω̂ and ω̂E and have the same rank

m = dim(M).

Definition 3.3. The Cartan holonomy group of a Riemannian manifold

(M,g) is the holonomy group Hol(ω̂E )x at x ∈ M of the Cartan geome-

try (Euc(m), O(m)). The local and restricted holonomies are denoted by

Holloc(ω̂E)x and Hol0(ω̂E)x.

From the previous paragraph and definition we get the following propo-

sition.

Proposition 3.4. The fibers Ẽx of the extended bundle Ẽ → M are invari-

ant by the Cartan holonomy group Hol(ω̂)x of the Cartan geometry of type

(A(m,R), GL(m,R)). The restriction of Hol(ω̂)x to a fiber Ẽx is the holo-

nomy group Hol(ω̂E)x at x ∈ M of the Cartan geometry (Euc(m), O(m)).

4. Some facts about the affine holonomy of a Riemannian

manifold

4.1. The affine holonomy group of a product of Riemannian mani-

folds. Let (M1, g1) and (M2, g2) be two Riemannian manifolds. Let ω̃g1 , ω̃g2

be their affine connection forms as in Definition 2.3. The goal of this section

is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let x = (x1, x2) ∈ M1×M2. The affine space Ax(M1×M2)

splits as

Ax(M1 ×M2) = Ax1
(M1)×Ax2

(M2)

and

Holx(ω̃g) ≈ Holx1
(ω̃g1)×Holx2

(ω̃g2)

where ω̃g is the affine connection form of the Riemannian product:

(M1 ×M2, g := g1 × g2) .

Any h = (h1, h2) ∈ Holx(ω̃) acts on v = (v1, v2) as

h · v = (h1 · v1, h2 · v2)

where the maps vi → hi ·vi , i = 1, 2, are affine transformations of Axi
(Mi).

Proof. The product of bundles L(M1)×L(M2) → M1×M2 is a subbundle

of L(M1 ×M2) → M1 ×M2. Since the metric g = g1 × g2 is a product, the
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Levi-Civita connection form ωg restricted to the subbundle L(M1)×L(M2)

splits as

ωg|L(M1)×L(M2) =

(

ωg1 0

0 ωg2

)

.

In a similar way the product A(M1)×A(M2) → M1 ×M2 is a subbundle

of A(M1 ×M2) → M1 ×M2 and the restriction of ω̃g to A(M1)×A(M2) is

ω̃g|A(M1)×A(M2) =







β∗
1ωg1 0 β∗

1θ1

0 β∗
2ωg2 β∗

2θ2

0 0 0






,

where θi (resp. βi) are the canonical forms of Mi (resp. the projections

A(Mi) → L(Mi)) , i = 1, 2.

The above decomposition shows that the horizontal distribution ker(ω̃g)

is tangent to the subbundle A(M1)×A(M2). That is to say, for all (a1, a2) ∈
A(M1)×A(M2):

ker(ω̃g)(a1,a2) ⊂ T(a1,a2)A(M1)×A(M2) .

So any horizontal lift of γ(t) starting at a point (a1, a2) ∈ A(M1)×A(M2)

is the product of the horizontal lifts of γ1, γ2 starting at a1, a2. It follows

that

Holx(ω̃g) ≈ Holx1
(ω̃g1)×Holx2

(ω̃g2)

since by fixing a point (a1, a2) ∈ A(M1)×A(M2) ⊂ A(M1×M2) both groups

are realized as the same subgroup of the product A(n1,R)×A(n2,R).

From this it is clear that any h = (h1, h2) ∈ Holx(ω̃) acts on

v = (v1, v2) ∈ Ax1
M1 ×Ax2

M2 = A(x1,x2)(M1 ×M2)

as

h · v = (h1 · v1, h2 · v2)

where the maps vi → hi · vi , i = 1, 2, are affine transformations of Axi
(Mi).

✷

Taking into account that the holonomy group of any principal connection

on a principal bundle over R is trivial we get the following corollary:

Corollary 4.2. Let (Rn, gcan) where gcan =
∑n

i=1(dxi)
2 is the canonical

metric of Rn and fix x ∈ R
n. Then Holx(ω̃gcan) is trivial.
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4.2. The affine holonomy group of an irreducible Riemannian man-

ifold. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. As stated in Proposition 2.4

Hol(ω̃g)x is a subgroup of the semidirect product Hol(g)x ⋉ TxM and the

projection π to the linear part is surjective.

Proposition 4.3. Assume that the Riemannian manifold is irreducible i.e.

Hol(g)x acts irreducibly on TxM . Then either π is injective or ker(π) ∼=
TxM . Thus we have that either Hol(ω̃g)x is isomorphic to Hol(g)x or

Hol(ω̃g)x ∼= Hol(g)x ⋉ TxM .

Proof. Assume that π is not injective and let τ 6= 1 ∈ ker(π). Notice

that we can regard ker(π) as a Lie subgroup of TxM . Namely, as a vector

subspace V := ker(π) ⊂ TxM .

Let h ∈ Hol(ω̃g)x be any affine parallel transport. Then

h =

(

σ u

0 1

)

τ =

(

1 v

0 1

)

where u, v ∈ TxM , v 6= 0 and σ ∈ Hol(g)x. Since ker(π) is a normal subgroup

we have that the composition h · τ · h−1 belongs to ker(π). Explicitly:

h · τ · h−1 =

(

σ u

0 1

)

·
(

1 v

0 1

)

·
(

σ−1 −σ−1u

0 1

)

=

(

1 σv

0 1

)

.

The above equality shows that V is Hol(g)x-invariant. Since v 6= 0 ∈ V and

Hol(g)x acts irreducibly we get that ker(π) = TxM . �

5. Riemannian cones and compact affine holonomies

Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. We say that (M,g) is a cone at

x ∈ M if there are coordinates (r, x1, · · · , xl), r > 0 around x such that:

1) the coordinate r of x is r0 > 0 ;

2) the metric g =: ds2 around x is given by

ds2 = dr2 + r2
∑

fijdx
idxj

where fij depend only on x1, · · · , xl.
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Proposition 5.1. The Riemannian manifold (M,g) is a cone at x ∈ M if

and only if there is a vector field V locally defined around x, V (x) 6= 0, such

that

∇XV +X = 0

for all vector fields X locally defined around x, where ∇ is the Levi-Civita

covariant derivative of g.

Proof . If (M,g) is a cone at x then a straightforward computation shows

that V := −r ∂
∂r

6= 0 at x satisfies ∇XV + X = 0 for all vector fields X

locally defined around x.

For the converse let U be neighborhood of x where V is defined and

consider the function f : U → R, given by f(q) = ‖V (q)‖2. Consider the

level sets of f

M s := {q ∈ U : ‖V (q)‖2 = s}.

Let Ft be the flow of V .

The following facts are straightforward computations:

(a) the gradient of f w.r.t. g is −2V i.e. grad(f) = −2V .

(b) Ft(M
s) = M s·e−2t

(c) If x1, · · · xn are local coordinates of the level set M s, s 6= 0, then

(t, x1, · · · , xn) → Ft(x1, · · · , xn) are local coordinates on an open

subset of M such that

g = ds2 = s · e−2tdt2 + e−2t
∑

fijdx
idxj

where the functions fij do not depends on t.

Set s = f(x). Then using the above chart (t, x1, · · · , xn) and changing t

by r = −√
s · e−t we have local coordinates around p such that

(6) g = ds2 = dr2 + r2
∑

s · fijdxidxj .

So (M,g) is a cone at x ∈ M . �

Remark 5.2. Observe that the above fact (c) on the flow Ft of the vector

field V can be written as

F ∗
t g = e−2tg ,

which means that the local transformation Ft is homothetic but not a local

isometry, cf. [KN63, p. 242].
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Remark 5.3. Observe that a vector field V that satisfies ∇XV +X = 0 is

tangent to the nullity distribution of the curvature tensor RX,Y of ∇. That

is to say, RX,Y V = 0 for all X,Y . In particular, the Ricci tensor is zero in

the V -direction.

Corollary 5.4. If the Riemannian manifold (M,g) is a cone at x ∈ M then

the local holonomy group Hollocx (ω̃g) leaves a point of the affine tangent space

Ax(M) fixed.

Proof. As observed above the vector field V := −r ∂
∂r

defined around x

satisfies ∇XV +X = 0 for all vector fields X locally defined around x ∈ M .

So by [KN63, p. 195, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2] the affine point given by

V (x) ∈ Ax(M) is a fixed point of Hollocx (ω̃g). �

6. Proof of Theorem 1.1

The following proposition is proved inside [CS09, p. 42, subsection 1.3.5]:

Proposition 6.1. Let M be a m-dimensional manifold. There is a 1-1 cor-

respondence between Cartan geometries (p : P → M,ω) of type

(A(m,R), GL(m,R)) on M and affine connections as in Kobayashi-Nomizu

book [KN63, p. 127] on the bundle of affine frames A(M). In particular,

the principal bundle p : P → M is GL(m,R)-isomorphic to the bundle

L(M) → M of linear frames of M .

So to prove Theorem 1.1 we have to show that the extended principal

bundle P̃ is isomorphic to the principal bundle of affine frames A(M) and

that the isomorphism pullbacks the extended Cartan connection ω̂ to the

affine connection ω̃g.

By Proposition 6.1 we can assume that P = L(M).

We start observing that the product L(M) × R
m is a A(m,R)-principal

bundle over M where an affine transformation

(

a ξ

0 1

)

of Rm acts on the

right as

(7) (u, v) ·
(

a ξ

0 1

)

= (u ◦ a, a−1 · v − a−1 · ξ)

and u : Rm → TxM is a frame regarded as a linear map.
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We are going to show that both A(m,R)-principal bundles A(M) and P̃
are isomorphic to the above product.

Claim I. P̃ is isomorphic, as A(m,R)-principal bundle over M , to the pro-

duct L(M)×R
m.

The extended bundle P̃ is L(M) ×GL(m,R) A(m,R) as defined in section

3.1. More precisely, σ ∈ GL(m,R) acts on a pair (u,

(

a ξ

0 1

)

) as (u ◦

σ,

(

σ−1 · a σ−1 · ξ
0 1

)

). Let q : L(M)×A(m,R) → L(M)×GL(m,R) A(m,R)

be the projection to the quotient and let f : L(M)×A(m,R) → L(M)×R
m

be the map defined as

f((u,

(

a ξ

0 1

)

)) = (u ◦ a,−a−1 · ξ)

Form the above formulas, it is not difficult to see that f factors through the

quotient projection q as f = ι ◦ q and by using (7) that ι : P̃ → L(M)×R
m

is a A(m,R)-equivariant diffeomorphism. Actually we have the following

commutative diagram:

L(M)×A(m,R)

P̃ L(M)× R
m

M M

f
q

ι

p̃ π

id

where x = π(u, v) ∈ M is the point where the linear frame u is defined.

Claim II. A(M) is isomorphic, as A(m,R)-principal bundle over M , to

the product L(M)×R
m. Indeed consider the map h : A(M) → L(M)×R

m

defined as:

h((p, u)) = (u, u−1(ox − p))

where p ∈ Ax(M) and ox is the zero vector of TxM . Then by using (2) and

(7) it is straightforward to see that h is a A(m,R)-equivariant diffeomor-

phism. It follows that ϕ : P̃ → A(M) given by ϕ := h−1 ◦ ι is a isomorphism

of A(m,R)-principal bundles.
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Finally, to prove that the isomorphism ϕ pullbacks the affine connection

ω̃g to the extended Cartan connection ω̂ consider the inclusion i : P → P̃

i(u) = q(u, Id) ∈ P̃ ,

where Id is the identity of A(m,R).

Observe that the composition β ◦ ϕ ◦ i : P → P is the identity map of P,

where β : A(M) → L(M) maps (p, u) → u.

Then by using equations (3) and (5) we get

i∗ϕ∗ω̃g = i∗ϕ∗

(

β∗ωg β∗θ

0 0

)

=

(

i∗ϕ∗β∗ωg i∗ϕ∗β∗θ

0 0

)

= ω .

So ϕ∗ω̃g = ω̂ as explained in [CS09, Theorem 1.5.6, p. 81]. �

We have the following corollary:

Corollary 6.2. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then the Cartan

holonomy groups of the canonical Cartan geometry and the affine holonomy

groups at x ∈ M of Definition 2.3 and Definition 3.3 are isomorphic. More

precisely,

Holx(ω̂E ) ∼= Holx(ω̃g)

Hol0x(ω̂E ) ∼= Hol0x(ω̃g)

Hollocx (ω̂E ) ∼= Hollocx (ω̃g)

As a consequence, the holonomy groups of the Cartan geometry at a point

x ∈ M act on the affine space Ax(M) as affine transformations.

Proof . The holonomy groups of the Cartan geometry of type (A(m,R), GL(m,R))

are by Theorem 1.1 isomorphic to the holonomy groups of the affine connec-

tion. Then Proposition 3.4 shows that the holonomy groups of the canonical

Cartan geometry are the restriction of the holonomy groups of the Cartan

geometry of type (A(m,R), GL(m,R)). �

7. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Let x ∈ M . By Theorem 2.1, there is a neighborhood U of x such that

(U, gU ) is isometric to a Riemannian product

(F, g0)×
k
∏

i=1

(Mi, gi)
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around x ∈ M where (F, g0) is the flat factor which, i.e., it is isometric to an

open subset of a Euclidean space. Accordingly, the local holonomy group of

the Levi-Civita connection splits as

Hollocx (g) = {e} ×
k
∏

i=1

Holxi
(gi)

and each Holxi
(gi) acts irreducible on Txi

Mi.

7.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2. Part (i) follows from Theorem 4.1 and Corol-

lary 6.2 applied to the local De Rham decomposition at x ∈ M :

(F, g0)×
k
∏

i=1

(Mi, gi)

Observe that the affine holonomy of the flat factor (F, g0) is trivial by Corol-

lary 4.2.

Part (ii) follows from Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 6.2.

Part (iii). Assume that Hollocx (ω̂E) is compact. We claim that each (Mi, gi)

is a cone at xi ∈ Mi. Indeed, each Hollocxi
(ω̃gi) is compact by Corollary 6.2

and acts as affine transformations of the affine space Axi
M . Then by [M77,

p. 183, Lemma 2.3] Hollocxi
(ω̃gi) has a fixed point. Then by [KN63, p. 195,

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2] the fixed point gives raise to a vector field V defined

around xi such that ∇XV +X = 0 for all vector fields X defined around xi.

If V (xi) 6= 0 then Proposition 5.1 shows that (Mi, gi) is a cone at xi ∈ Mi

and we are done.

If V (xi) = 0 we get a contradiction. Indeed, assume V (xi) = 0 and let

f : U → R as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 where U is a neighborhood of xi.

Then the Hessian of f w.r.t. gi at xi is Hessf (X,Y )p = gi(∇X(gradf)p, Y ) =

2g(X,Y ). So by Morse Lemma [M63, Lemma 2.2., p. 6] we can assume that

there are coordinates u1, · · · , ul, l = dim(Mi), on U such that f =
∑l

j=1 u
2
j .

The subsets Us = {q ∈ U : f(q) < s} are (topological) balls and the flow

Ft of V preserves Us for all t > 0 i.e. Ft(Us) ⊂ Us for t > 0. At all points

of Us \ {xi} there are coordinates as in equation (6) so the Lie derivative

LV g = −2 · g. So for t > 0 fixed F ∗
t g = e−2tg hence Ft is a homothetic

transformation of Us. Then the proof of [KN63, Lemma 2, p. 242] shows
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that the restriction of g to U is a flat metric. Thus the local holonomy group

of the Levi-Civita connection at xi ∈ Mi is trivial. This contradicts that Mi

is locally irreducible (and non flat) at xi.

To finish Part (iii) assume that (M,g) is a product of cones around x.

Then by using Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 5.4 we get that Hollocx (ω̂E) leaves

a point of the affine space Ax(M) fixed. Hence, Hollocx (ω̂E ) is compact by

Part (ii).

Part (iv). If g is Einstein (non Ricci flat) then there is no local flat factor

F at x, and each gi is an Einstein metric (non Ricci flat). By Proposition

4.3 each Hollocxi
(ω̂i) is either Hollocxi

(gi) ⋉ R
ni or compact. If Hollocxi

(ω̂i) is

compact then by Part (iii) (Mi, gi) is a cone at xi. Observe that the Ricci

tensor of a cone vanishes in the radial direction ∂
∂r

by Remark 5.3. Since we

assume the metric gi to be non Ricci flat we get that Hollocxi
(ω̂i) is not com-

pact. So Hollocxi
(ω̂i) is isomorphic to a semidirect product Hollocxi

(gi)⋉ R
ni .

Thus Hollocx (ω̂E) is isomorphic to a semidirect product Hollocx (g)⋉R
n.

The statement that all irreducible holonomies of Berger’s list but SO(2)

and Sp(n)·Sp(1) can be realized as holonomies of cones is proved in [ACL19,

pag. 7]. That Sp(n) · Sp(1) cannot be realized as the Levi-Civita holonomy

of a Riemannian cone follows because a manifold with such holonomy is

Einstein non Ricci-flat and the Ricci tensor of a Riemannian cone is zero

in the ∂
∂r

direction by Remark 5.3. Observe that SO(2) can not be the

holonomy of a cone since a 2-dimensional cone is flat hence the holonomy is

trivial.

8. Proof of Theorem 1.3

The proof is by contradiction. Assume that the restricted Cartan holo-

nomy group is compact. Then the restricted affine holonomy group is com-

pact by Corollary 6.2. So the restricted affine holonomy group has a fixed

point by [M77, Lemma 2.3., p. 183], and hence (M,g) is flat by [KN63,

Corollary 7.3., p. 197], which is a contradiction. �
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